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Abstract - Adaptive SPAR offers many advantages over 
conventional techniques. In the case of transient faults, the 
arcing extinction time can be accurately determined and in the 
case of a permanent fault, breaker reclosure can be avoided. 
This paper describes, in some detail, the design of a new 
Adaptive SPAR technique that extracts high frequencies 
transients, from the CVT. The main case of study in this paper is 
the High Dam / Nagh Hamady, Nagh Hamady /Assuit 500 kV 
double circuit transmission system in the Egyptian network. 
Fault scenario cases representing different fault locations, 
inception angles, actual representation to secondary arc 
characteristics, and with/without shunt reactor existence were 
extracted from simulation work, and then verified through real 
field records in that system. The outcome of this study indicates 
that the proposed technique can be used as an effective means of 
achieving an adaptive single pole auto reclosure scheme. 
 
Index Terms - Transmission lines, Single Pole Auto Reclosure, 
Adaptive, Dead Time, Transient Fault, Permanent Fault. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Operation of transmission networks faces a lot of obstacles 
regarding the trip/close decision on each line and its 
consequences on the stability of the network [1, 2]. A 
successful Automatic close back-in decision (Auto Reclose) 
to a line can maintain the reliability of the network by 
restoring power supply and obtain a secure decision by 
avoiding the attempt to close onto fault. Also, Auto Reclosing 
(AR) Dead Time affects the stability of the transmission line 
and therefore the whole network.  
 

According to statistics shown in [3] Arcing faults represents 
90 % of the transmission faults. Most of these faults are 
transient faults that may extinguish by tripping the line. These 
faults may occur due to moisture in the early morning or 
polluted insulators, which are common conditions in the 
Egyptian environment [4]. Therefore, AR is supposed to be a 
necessary application in order to improve reliability to 
important transmission lines. Single pole Auto Reclosing 
(SPAR) algorithms can be programmed either in an 
individual device or implemented as a function in a numerical 
relay. Traditional SPAR Algorithms perform their main 
function successfully; which is to reclose the faulty phase 
after specific predefine dead time, regardless the fault 
situation (extinguished or not) [5, 6].  
 

Usually, this dead time is a fixed interval [7], and it can 
reflect the time margin for a phase to separate from the three 
phase line without losing stability in the system. It's obvious, 
that stability margin can be increased as much as the dead 
time reduced. The optimum solution to this problem is to 
adapt the dead time according to the information captured 
from the voltage and current signals associated with the faulty 
phase after tripping. Adaptive dead time schemes were 
developed in literature in order to reduce the dead time using 
different techniques involving neural network [8, 9], fuzzy 
logic [10], zero sequence voltage [11], and power of high 
frequency components in current signals [12]. In this paper, a 
new SPAR algorithm is developed, where dead time is 
adapted according to the fault extinguishing information. The 
proposed SPAR performs several functions, first it can 
discriminate between natures of faults, and secondly it can 
detect the instant of fault extinguished. Discrimination 
between faults nature is important to decide closing or 
blocking decisions, while fault extinguishing detection is 
essential to ensure the instant of reclosing decision.  Hence, 
the faulty phase will stay out of service for the least essential 
time required and then reclosed back-in to service without 
unsuccessful AR attempt (i.e. close onto fault ). If permanent 
fault is detected, the other healthy phases will be tripped and 
the proposed SPAR will be blocked for further later closing 
attempts.  
Algorithms used in this SPAR depend on the harmonic 
distortion analysis of the voltage waveform at the faulty line 
end terminal in order to perform the first function. The 
second function is accomplished using transient waveforms 
based fault detection / location technique. The algorithms are 
discussed in details and the Egyptian 500 kV network is used 
for testing of the algorithms. Different fault scenarios where 
subjected to the algorithms, in which different fault locations, 
inception angles, actual representation to secondary arc 
characteristics and with/without shunt reactor existence were 
extracted from simulation work, and then verified through 
real field records in that system.  

II. TRANSIENT BASED SPAR ALGORITHMS 

After the fault been detected, classified, and located through 
protection devices, a single phase tripping order is issued to 
circuit breaker. In this instant, three scenarios can be expected 
regarding fault existence after breaker tripping action. The 
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first scenario is the extinguishing of the fault instantaneously 
by the trip decision, and no secondary arc exists but the 
oscillation due to shunt reactor starts, if any. The first 
scenario represents the transient fault type. The second 
scenario is the existences of fault after tripping decision, 
which extinguishing instant appears within specific time 
period (i.e. fixed dead time). The second scenario represents 
the long duration transient fault type. The third scenario, is 
the existence of secondary arc for specific time period (i.e. 
fixed dead time), without the extinguishing instant 
occurrence. The third scenario represents the permanent fault 
type and any closing attempt to it will be unsuccessful.  
 

The new SPAR algorithms have to perform two sub- routines 
in order to reach successful reclose attempt. The first sub-
routine is to distinguish between existence and absence of 
secondary arc. The second sub routine is to search for arc 
extinguish in case of secondary arc existence. The flow chart 
shown in figure (1) describes the proposed SPAR algorithms 
with details about its inputs, expected functions, and 
implemented routines. 
 

First: The analog inputs to the algorithms will be the 
secondary voltage from the instrument transformers installed 
on the line under study and the transient voltage signals from 
the communication tap of the coupling capacitive voltage 
transformer (CCVT) [13]. The transmission protection 
devices should supply the algorithms with information, which 
is phase selection. The digital inputs to the algorithms will be 
provided from the circuit breaker regarding trip decision. 
 

Second: the inputs will be in processing successive windows 
of data. The information regarding the protection data, the 
secondary voltage from one end terminal will be fed to the 
first sub routine in order to differentiate between existence 
and non existence of secondary arc. This sub routine will 
accomplish "Condition#1" status. In this sub routine, the 
voltage inputs from both line ends processed using Discreet 
Fourier Transform (DFT) in order to compute fundamentals 
and odd harmonic components. The computed frequency 
components of voltage from one line end will be used to 
calculate a discrimination quantity.   
 
Since, it's well known that arcing faults voltages has a high 
percentage of harmonics, and after studying the voltage signal 
of several fault scenarios, it was found that the percentage of 
odd harmonics in ranges of (3, 5, 7, 9) are more obvious. 
Therefore, a good method of measuring the  harmonics of 
secondary arc and separate it from the shunt reactor 
oscillation will be through using Total Harmonic Distortion 
Percentage "THD %" [14]. 
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Fig. 1 Proposed SPAR algorithms flow chart. 
 

The calculated THD % amplitude, from the faulty phase 
sending end voltage (Shunt reactor location); can be used to 
determine the secondary arc existence when exceeding 
specific threshold. But due to the existence of different 
threshold with the variation of system conditions related to 
shunt reactors existence/ non existence, another expression 
will be derived from the first, which is difference of THD 
between faulty phase and other two healthy phases. 
 

|)2/))3_()2_((()1_(|_ pTHDpTHDpTHDdiffTHD +−=  
      (2) 
 

Where; 
3_2_,1_ pTHDpTHDpTHD : It is the Total Harmonic 

Distortion percentage for the faulty phase and the other two 
healthy phases, respectively. 
 

diffTHD _ : It is absolute difference in Total Harmonic 
Distortion percentage between he faulty phase and the other 
two healthy phases. 
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If "THD_diff" didn't exceed specific threshold ( 1ε ) then 
"Condition#1" not specified, and fault is transient, and no 
arcing exist. Therefore, Closing Decision can be 
accomplished instantaneously.  If "THD_diff" increases than 
specific threshold ( 1ε ) then "Condition#1" is satisfied, and 
secondary arcing exist. Therefore, another subroutine will 
work in parallel with the 1st subroutine to search for the arc 
extinguishing instant. The transient input signal will fed to 
the 2nd subroutine, in order to search for arc extinguishing 
moment. The transient signal can detect any transient 
disturbance within the line length and locate its position 
according to the following equation [15]. 
 

2
)( vtatbL

x
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=      (3) 

 
Where; 

:x  It is the distance to fault from the sending end of the line. 
L : It is the line length. 

t atb , : It is the time detected where the transient signals at 
terminal b and a respectively, exceeds specific threshold. 
v : It is the wave propagation velocity of the line. 

 

If the signal exceeds specific threshold ( 2ε ), while the 
location ' x ' exist within the line length, therefore, transient 
disturbance occurs and arc is extinguished. At this result, 
"Condition#2" is satisfied.  
 

Hence, significance of secondary arc existence and long 
duration transient fault extinguishing is presented. Closing 
decision may be issued afterwards instantaneously.  
 

If "Condition#1" exist for specific time period which 
represents allowed dead time, and "Condition#2" not 
satisfied, therefore, permanent fault exists. Permanent fault 
status requires tripping the other healthy phases, and blocking 
decision to any further closing attempts to the SPAR. 
 

The maximum allowed dead time is related to a stability 
study regarding the line and determining the maximum time 
period that the line may operate with two healthy phases only 
without loosing system stability. Setting the thresholds ( 1ε ), 
( 2ε ), and maximum allowed dead time must be done 
according to each study separately. It may differ between 
simulated cases and recorded fault scenarios due to load 
conditions or environmental effects.   
 

III. SPAR TESTING REALISTIC NETWORK 

For the purpose of testing the new SPAR algorithms, a 
simulation case study is represented using Egyptian 500 kV 
transmission network data. The line under study lies between 
High Dam Substation and Nag Hamady substation. The line 
is double circuit configuration with 146 miles in length. The 
line has a shunt reactor permanently installed to it from the 
High Dam Busbar direction only. Schematic diagram for the 
system under study is shown in figure (2). 
 

 
Fig. 2 Egyptian 500 kV network. 

 
Table I   

   Fault Scenarios used for testing the SPAR. 

Case D Ph Rec In feed Type Ex Instant 
(msec) 

1 10
% A Yes Normal 1 0 – 100 

2 90
% A No Normal 1 0 – 100 

3 10
% B No Normal 1 0 – 100 

4 90
% B Yes Normal 1 0 – 100 

5 10
% A No Normal 2 670 

6 50
% B Yes Weak 2 644 

7 90
% C No Weak 2 670 

8 90
% A Yes Normal 3 - 

9 50
% B No Normal 3 - 

10 10
% C Yes Weak 3 - 

 

Where;  

D: Refers to the distance in length percentage between the 
sending end and the fault point on the line. 
Ph: Refers to the Faulty phase. 
Rec: Refers to the Existence status of reactor. 
Type (1, 2, 3): Refers to the type of fault (Transient, Long 
duration Transient, and permanent respectively). 
Ex. Instant: Refers to the fault extinguishing instant in 
seconds, if fault recorded starts at the trip time. 
 

Arcing faults in this study is represented with primary and 
secondary arc algorithms programmed to the ATP software 
through the ATP models language [16]. The primary and 
secondary arcing models are extracted from an experimental 
study done in [17]. Although both arcs are simulated in fault 
representation, but in this study, which occur after the breaker 
tripping action, secondary arc will be our main concern. In 
order to show the importance of the study, comprehensive 
fault scenarios will be represented to test the SPAR. The fault 
scenarios will include different fault types (i.e. transient, long 
duration transient, permanent), existence of reactor status, 
different fault locations (i.e. 10-50-90 %) of the line length 
and different (extinction times of long duration transient 
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fault).  Finally, a validation process is presented in this study, 
where the SPAR is tested against real fault record on the 
same line. 

IV. USING ADAPTIVE SPAR ALGORITHMS 

In order to reach valid thresholds for all fault scenarios 
discussed above, a comprehensive study for voltage and 
transient signals corresponding to different fault types and 
system conditions is done. Figures (3, 6) shows the sending 
end voltage signal for cases 1 and 3 respectively, while 
figures (4, 5) shows the sending end transient voltage signals 
for cases 1 and 3 respectively. Cases 1 and 3, represent 
transient fault, where only two disturbances occurs on 
transient signals, the first occurs at 0.1 seconds, which 
represent the primary arc initiation time, and protection 
devices should deal with this type of fault to trigger the 
breaker control circuit to produce trip decision, which appears 
at the instant 0.2 seconds as the 2nd disturbance. It's obvious 
from the transient signals that no transient signals appear 
afterwards, and also the shunt reactor oscillation is shown 
after tripping instantaneously. That's all is a significance of 
the fault final extinguishing and the system is balanced. 
  

SPAR close decision must not be issued after the trip time 
instant instantaneously, in order to leave some delay time 
before closing , in order to let the severe discharge due to 
breaker tripping period to end first. Close Action will depend 
on circuit breaker characteristics, and system conditions, 
which are in our case, the close will happen after 0.1 seconds 
(5 cycles). 
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Fig. 3 Sending End secondary Voltage for transient fault on Phase "A", 

located at 10% apart from line sending end, with reactor existence. 
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Fig. 4 Transient Voltage signal for transient fault on Phase "A", located at 

10% apart from line sending end, with reactor existence. 
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Fig. 5 Transient Voltage signal for transient fault on Phase "B", located at 

10% apart from line sending end, with reactor absence. 
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Fig. 6 Sending End secondary Voltage for transient fault on Phase "B", 

located at 10% apart from line 
 sending end, with reactor absence. 

 

Case 7 show a long duration transient fault type, where the 
transient signal, and the sending end secondary voltage signal 
are shown in figures (7, 8), respectively. As shown in figure 
(7), the signal starts at 0.25 seconds (i.e. after the breaker trip 
action by 50 msec), and a third disturbance appears with high 
magnitude at 0.67 seconds from the start of the simulation 
time. Hence, long duration transient fault occurs, where 
secondary arc exist and extinguished at the 3rd disturbance 
time.  
Figures (9, 10) show the transient signals and sending end 
secondary voltage for case 10, which represent permanent 
fault (i.e. extinguishing moment will occur after the 
maximum allowed dead time). This fault type need a SPAR 
block action after the maximum allowed dead time ending in 
order to maintain stability for the line. In the 500 kV 
Egyptian network, the maximum allowed dead time for 
SPAR is 900 milliseconds (45 cycles) but in the simulation 
cases a smaller time period is used (370 msec or 19 cycles) in 
order to give a clear representation to the test results. 
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Fig. 7 Transient Voltage signal for long duration transient fault on Phase "C", 

located at 90% apart from line sending end, with reactor absence. 
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Fig. 8 Sending End sending Voltage for long duration transient fault on 

Phase "C", located at 90% apart from line sending end, with reactor absence. 
 

The MATLAB [18] is used to program the proposed SPAR 
algorithms and testing the cases. Figures (11), shows the 
Total Harmonic Distortion percentage (THD %) for all the 
cases 1,3,7,9, and 10. THD results didn't exceed 11 % for 
transient faults while it increases in secondary arc gradually 
till extinguish instant reaching 46% then it falls again to the 
transient fault values. It's obvious that the first condition 
threshold will be 11%. 
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Fig. 9 Transient Voltage signal for Permanent fault on Phase "C", located 

at10% apart from line sending end, with reactor existence. 
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Fig. 10 Sending End secondary Voltage for Permanent fault on Phase "C", 

located at10% apart from line sending end, with reactor existence. 
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Fig. 11 SPAR THD % results. 

 
 

Table II   
SPAR Condition 1 and 2 results for all simulation cases.  

Condition # 1 
Occurrence time 

(MDW) 

Condition # 2 
Occurrence time 

(MDW) Case 

Start End Start End 

1 - - 1 4 

2 - - 1 14 

3 - - 1 5 

4 - - 1 7 

5 1 37 36 38 

6 5 36 34 36 

7 1 39 36 38 

8 3 (48) End - - 

9 1 (48) End - - 

10 8 (48) End - - 
 

Table (II) shows conditions 1 and 2 for all the 10 simulated 
cases described in table (I). Each condition is specified by its 
start time and end time of the condition by the moving data 
window number, which is illustrated in figure (11).  
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Table III 
SPAR Functions results for all simulation cases.  

SPAR Action 
Case 

Type Time 
(msec) 

Fault 
Type 

Adaptive DT 
duration 
(msec) 

1 1 460 1 260 

2 1 460 1 260 

3 1 460 1 260 

4 1 460 1 260 

5 1 660 2 460 

6 1 640 2 440 

7 1 660 2 460 

8 2 680 3 480 

9 2 670 3 470 

10 2 740 3 540 
 

Table (III) show the results for the fault type, SPAR action, 
and SPAR action time, respectively, for all the 10 simulated 
cases described in table (I). Action 1, 2 is presenting close 
and block respectively. Fault type 1, 2, and 3 is representing 
transient, long duration transient and permanent fault 
respectively. As shown in figures the cases are well identified 
to their fault types and correct SPAR actions and the time 
where the action is taken is recognized in milliseconds. 
 

Table (III), shows the SPAR action type and proposed time in 
milliseconds, which starting from the simulation start time. 
The breaker trip at 200 milliseconds after the simulation start 
time, and the SPAR algorithms starts after 100 milliseconds 
from the trip order, So, if the transient fault conditions is 
specified, therefore, the SPAR will give a close within 160 
milliseconds and the total adaptive dead time as shown in 
table will  be 260 milliseconds from the trip order. Long 
duration transient faults, will have a close when it reaches it's 
extinguish condition as shown in cases 5, 6, and 7. Permanent 
faults will give a block decision after the corresponding fault 
type conditions satisfied and passed the maximum allowed 
dead time of the system, which is this simulation cases is 370 
milliseconds from the start of algorithms work or 470 
milliseconds from the trip order. 

V. ALGORITHMS TESTING ON REAL FIELD RECORDS 

Validation through the field record is required in order to 
check the feasibility of the new SPAR algorithms with the 
main problem.  Fault occurred at phase "B", at the middle of 
the line, when the reactor is existed and the in feed is in its 
normal conditions. Figures (12, 13) shows the transient signal 
and the secondary voltage signal for a real fault 
 record occurred on the same line under study. Due to the 
absence of the CVT communication transient waveforms in 
this fault record, the transient voltage signal is captured from 
filtering the sending end secondary voltage signal using 
Butterworth high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 
500Hz. It's obvious from the record that the fault type is 
transient, and a perfect action after the breaker tripping, will 
be a SPAR close decision. As shown in figure (14), the total 
harmonic distortion percentage didn't exceed 18 %, and both 

conditions (1 and 2) didn't exist. The proposed SPAR 
decision was a close decision, and the fault type was transient 
as shown in figure. As shown in table (IV) detects the time 
for the close action which is 390 milliseconds after the record 
start time. The breaker trip at 130 milliseconds after the 
record start time, and the SPAR algorithms starts after 100 
milliseconds from the trip order, So, if the transient fault 
conditions is specified, therefore, the SPAR will give a close 
within 60 milliseconds and the total adaptive dead time as 
shown in table will  be 260 milliseconds from the trip order.   
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Fig. 12 Transient Voltage signal (recorded case) for Transient fault on Phase 

"B", located at 50% apart from line sending end, with reactor existence. 
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Fig. 13 Sending End Primary Voltage signal (recorded case) for Transient 

fault on Phase "B", located at 50% apart from line sending end, with reactor 
existence. 
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Fig. 14 SPAR THD%, Condition 1, and Condition 2 results.  

Table IV 
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Recorded Fault Case SPAR Function "Fault Type", "Action", "Action Time" 
results. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The agreement between the tasks goals and the algorithms 
results, prove the feasibility of the proposed SPAR to be used 
in any fault case or system condition. Thresholds and dead 
time must be provided after a load flow, short circuit and 
transient stability studies to the line under study before SPAR 
installation. It's preferred to monitor and capture data through 
high resolution and using higher sampling rate devices (i.e. 
fault recorders, PMU's) in order to reach the specific goals 
accurately.  

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes new algorithms for Adaptive SPAR 
technique that extracts high frequencies transients, and 
secondary voltage waveform from the CVT. The new 
Adaptive SPAR can differentiate between permanent and 
transient faults during the dead time period. The system can 
then, adapt itself to reduce the dead time and reclose in case 
of transient faults, or trip the other two phases and blocking 
the circuit breaker in case of permanent faults, respectively.  
 

The used transient signals from CVT proves the fault 
extinguishing detection process, since its well known by the 
high accuracy and speed in detection and location of transient 
disturbance within the line, without been affected with the 
common instrument transformer problems (i.e. Saturation, 
and Ferro Resonance). 
The use of THD as a discriminator between the existence and 
non existence of the arcing phenomena helps to improve the 
SPAR decision by differentiating between fault arcing 
phenomena and other harmonics oscillation due to shunt 
reactor existence within the line under study.  
 

While traditional protection relays may easily mal-operate 
due to the oscillations resulted from reactor existence, the 
proposed adaptive SPAR succeeded to overcome this 
phenomena and successful achieve its main tasks. The new 
SPAR algorithms presented in this paper reduces the dead 
time according to each fault case, and differentiate between 
fault types in order to reach successful SPAR decisions, in 
order to improve transmission system stability during 
operation process. 
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